Introduction {#S1}
============

Breakthroughs made in the development of antibody-based treatments for autoimmune diseases and tumor immunotherapy in recent have fueled an as-yet unmet need for feasible personal immune monitoring platforms to evaluate adaptive immune response ([@B12]). T cells are one of the most critical players of adaptive immunity, with diverse functions including cell killing, providing B cell help (and consequently boost specific antibody production), and cytokine secretion. By capturing the identity and relative size of T cell clones, T cell receptor (TCR)-Seq offers an opportunity to observe changes in the composition of the adaptive immune system at homeostasis or during pathogenic responses ([@B2]; [@B10]; [@B14]). Sorting and clonotyping of purified T cell populations, such as Tregs, has yielded insight into pathogenic populations and phenotypic changes in autoimmunity, while the clarification of the clonal dynamics of tumor-infiltrating CD8^+^ T cells responsive to tumor neoantigens is under intensive study due to their positive association with enhanced prognosis. This additional dimension of immune monitoring thus extends our understanding of adaptive immunity, and has the potential to inform treatment decisions.

Facilitated in part by the decreasing cost of next-generation sequencing, T cell repertoire sequencing (TCR-Seq) data has been rapidly generated in recent years ([@B19]; [@B22]; [@B17]; [@B13]). Many tools have also been developed for T cell sequencing data analysis. Some of these focus on sequence assembly, assignment to genomic V, D and J genes, extraction of CDR3 regions and error correction, such as IgBlast ([@B27]), TCRKlass ([@B26]), Decombinator ([@B23]), IMSEQ ([@B15]), MiTCR ([@B6]), and MiXCR ([@B5]). Others provide global evaluation methods on the TCR sequencing data, such as ARResT/Interrogate ([@B8]), ImmunExplorer ([@B21]), VDJtools ([@B11]), VDJviz ([@B4]), Vidjil ([@B9]), and tcR ([@B16]), providing different methods to gain biological and clinical understanding by diversity measurements, clonotype distribution, similarity analysis, etc. Many of these tools also offer different types of visualizations for a given analysis that emphasize distinct interpretations. For instance, VDJviz can generate individual-sample circus plots for VJ usage, while tcR offers radar plots to emphasize divergence in VJ segments across samples. Other features, such as clonotype clustering in VDJil, may be more rarely provided by an individual tool.

However, these initial clonotype extraction and final visualization tools tend to be separated, and not all of these tools are readily intercompatible. As such, performing a more complete analysis of TCR repertoires would require a user to piece several of these tools together in order to generate comprehensive visualizations. Furthermore, most of the current tools are primarily operated by a command line interface, and data interpretation from such interfaces may be challenging for some wet lab immunological researchers, who may require extensive assistance from computational bioinformaticians to generate these analysis. The nuances between, and functional impact of applying, different clonotype extraction methods in terms of downstream interpretation may also be confusing. To overcome this barrier, we have developed the VisTCR (Visual TCRSeq) software, an interactive platform with a graphical user interface (GUI) for simplified management and analysis of TCR sequencing data. Starting from raw sequencing data, VisTCR can be used to directly perform clonotype extraction and downstream analyses within a single data management framework. VisTCR leverages three of the most commonly used extraction methods to allow users to more easily explore their data, and investigate the differences that may result from applying distinct analysis pipelines across a broad range of downstream visualizations.

Design and Implementation {#S2}
=========================

The design of VisTCR emphasizes a friendly, GUI and intuitive analysis workflow. The major features of the software include:

1.  Independent modules for data management and analysis. In the Data Storage Module, raw data are uploaded and grouped in each sequencing experiments ([Figure 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Video S1](#VS1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In the Data Analysis Module, the raw data can be selected and re-organized to perform various analyses and generate figures ([Figure 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Video S2](#VS2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

2.  Freedom to group samples for individualized analysis. An "Experiment Design File" is introduced in VisTCR that contains a combination of multiple variables for an analysis task, which allows users to de-construct their experiment data into a complex analysis design. Furthermore, in the data analysis process, individual variables or any combination of variables can be selected to group and re-group samples for comparison and analysis of T-cell sequencing data ([Supplementary Files S1](#DS1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [S2](#DS2){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Supplementary Video S2](#VS2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

3.  Integration of multiple cutting-edge analysis algorithms in a hierarchical fashion. These data analysis methods in VisTCR are organized in hierarchical fashion and are divided into three categories: Single sample analysis, Pairwise samples analysis, and Multi-samples analysis. Each category is further subdivided to generate comprehensive repertoire analysis that includes visualizing clonotype distribution, similarity analysis and diversity analysis, and tracking individual clones across samples, etc. ([Figure 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Table S1](#TS1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Supplementary Video S2](#VS2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

4.  User-friendly interactive interface and visualization of data. VisTCR provides a point and click interface for all of the TCR analysis methods. The analytical results are transformed into interactive data visualization with a representation-transparent approach ([@B7]). These results can be downloaded as tables or graphs during each stage in the analysis workflow.

![Overview of the VisTCR software. **(A)** Basic workflow of the VisTCR software and TCR sequencing data analysis methods in VisTCR software. The workflow of the VisTCR software includes three steps (1) Uploading TCR sequencing data files in the Data Storage Module, (2) Creating an analysis project in the Data Analysis Module. (3) Performing analysis and obtaining results in the Data Analysis Module. **(B)** The GUI of the Data Storage Module. **(C)** The GUI of the Data Analysis Module.](fgene-11-00771-g001){#F1}

The workflow of VisTCR is composed of three steps ([Figure 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}): (1) Uploading the sequencing data files into Data Storage Module, (2) Creating an analysis task in the Data Analysis Module, and (3) Performing analysis in Data Analysis Module. VisTCR use standard fastq format file as input, which is the most widely used format in sequence analysis. The raw TCR sequencing data files are uploaded, stored and organized in the "Experiment" tab of Data Storage Module ([Figure 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Video S1](#VS1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). A quality control tool (FastQC)^[1](#footnote1){ref-type="fn"}^ has been integrated to Data Storage Module for assessment of sequencing quality ([Supplementary Video S1](#VS1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In Data Analysis Module, an "Experiment Design File" is created firstly with a list of samples and variables to import the raw data from Data Storage Module into analysis workflow ([Supplementary Files S1](#DS1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [S2](#DS2){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Supplementary Video S2](#VS2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The raw TCR sequencing data can be parsed with several decoding methods \[Decombinator ([@B23]), MiTCR ([@B6]), and MiXCR ([@B5])\] as options ([Supplementary Figure S1](#S10){ref-type="sec"}).

The analysis methods are categorized into three groups: Single sample analysis, Pairwise samples analysis, and Multi-samples analysis. In Single sample analysis, the TCRBV and/or TCRBJ usage, CDR3 spectratype and Clonotype distributions of selected samples can be analyzed. In Pairwise samples analysis, the shared clonotypes between two selected samples are shown in a plot with frequency of nucleotide or amino acid (nt/aa) sequences in Overlapping clonotype analysis. Moreover, the degeneracy of the shared T cell clonotypes is evaluated with Convergent Analysis, in which the number of unique CDR3 nucleotide sequences that are translated into same CDR3 amino acid sequence is calculated ([@B25]). The Multi-sample analysis is classified into three categories: descriptive statistics, similarity analysis and diversity analysis. The description statistics contain Most Abundant Clonotypes, Clonal Space Homeostasis, Clonotype Tracking, and Overlap Analysis. The similarity analysis and diversity analysis provide statistical methods to quantify the differences of grouped datasets by using a variety of similarity and diversity estimation methods ([Supplementary Table S1](#TS1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). A list of the analyses that are possible in VisTCR with respect to two other commonly used tools featuring GUIs is also included for ease of comparison ([Figure 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Notably, VisTCR enables a number of unique analyses for sequence convergence and clonotype overlap that are not available in the other tools.

The software is a client-based HTML program that has an intuitive user interface which is written in ROR (Ruby on Rails) ([@B3]), and Data-driven documents Javascript library (D3.js) ([@B7]). The calculation is implemented using R language, which is integrated with ROR using Rserve^[2](#footnote2){ref-type="fn"}^.

Results {#S3}
=======

To demonstrate the usage of VisTCR in T-cell repertoire analysis, a data set from a previously published paper was re-analyzed ([@B18]). As part of the original study to longitudinally characterize the CD4^+^/CD8^+^ T-cell repertoires in drug reaction with eosinophilia and systemic symptoms (DRESS) from diagnosis to clinical remission, CD4^+^ and CD8^+^ T-cells from peripheral blood of DRESS patients were isolated at 10-day intervals, and sequenced CDR3-regions of the TCRB chain on Ion Torrent PGM platform (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA, United States). This data set includes 66 samples from eight DRESS patient and 28 samples from healthy donors ([@B18]). All samples were uploaded into the data management module of VisTCR ([Supplementary Video S1](#VS1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Two experiment design files ([Supplementary Files S1](#DS1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [S2](#DS2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) were edited to re-organize the data set. After uploading the experiment design files in the analysis module, two analysis tasks were created to demonstrate the cutting-edge analysis functions of VisTCR ([Supplementary Video S2](#VS2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). One analysis task grouped the five timepoint TCR sequencing data from WDJ patient ([Supplementary File S1](#DS1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Another grouped the TCR sequencing data from the eight healthy donors together with samples taken at the first time pointfrom eight DRESS patients ([Supplementary File S2](#DS2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). MiXCR with default parameters was used to extract CDR3 regions from raw sequences and perform error correction.

Single Sample Analysis {#S3.SS1}
----------------------

The Single Sample Analysis in VisTCR was provided to browse the fundamental characters of TCR sequencing data to uncover clues for further analysis of each given sample. For instance, significant differences between the first and fifth timepoint data for the samples from patient WDJ (an obscured patient ID) could be found in terms of TRBV/J segment usage, CDR3 length distribution, and clonotype distribution could be observed from this analysis ([Supplementary Video S3](#VS3){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The increase usage of TRBV27, TRBV13, TRBV18 and decreased usage of TRBV5-8, TRBV19 were discovered in the TRBV usages of the two timepoint data ([Figures 2A,B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The peak of CDR3 length was 45 bp at the first timepoint and 42 bp by the fifth timepoint ([Figures 2C,D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The highest frequency of TCR clonotype reached 10% in fifth timepoint, but had only reached 1.8% in first timepoint ([Figures 2E,F](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). These resulting visualizations are thus consistent with the original conclusion that a portion of the CD8 + T cells were rapidly expanding in DRESS patients.

![Examples of single sample analysis in VisTCR. The two samples are CD8^+^ repertoires and obtained at time point 1 and 5 from a representative patient are shown (patient WDJ). **(A,B)** TRBV segment usage. **(C,D)** The CDR3 length distribution with TRBJ segment usage. **(E,F)** Clonotype Frequency plots.](fgene-11-00771-g002){#F2}

Pairwise Sample Analysis {#S3.SS2}
------------------------

To inspect the change of the repertoire of CD8^+^ T cells in the development of DRESS, the first and fifth timepoint TCR sequencing data of WDJ patient were selected to analyze the distribution of overlapped and un-overlapped clonotype in the section of Pairwise sample analysis ([Supplementary Video S4](#VS4){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Figures 3A,B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). In the Overlapping Clonotype Frequency scatter plots, the distribution of the shared clonotypes from the selected pair of timepoint datasets deviated significantly from the diagonal. The coefficient of determination was only 0.001 between the two timepoints ([Figure 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, a lot of high frequency clonotypes were found in the fifth timepoint TCR sequencing data of WDJ patient from the Un-Overlapping Clonotype Frequency scatter plots ([Figure 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The differences between the pair of TCR sequencing data is useful as a comparison between extremes in this demonstration (since there are additional timepoints), but may just as readily serve as the primary analysis of interest in alternative study designs.

![Multi-time point sample analysis of patient WDJ. **(A)** Overlapping Clonotype Frequency plots between time point 1 (Group1) and time point 5 (Group 2). **(B)** Un-overlapping Clonotype Frequency plots of time point 1 (Group1) and time point 5 (Group 2). **(C)** Clonal space homeostasis visualization to help identify potential clonal expansion. The proportional distribution of the fourth timepoint TCR clonotypes differed from the third timepoint (*p* \< 0.0001, Chi-square test) and fifth timepoint (*p* \< 0.0001, Chi-square test). **(D)** Clonal tracking mapping the dominance of a given clone across all samples. Each line corresponds to a unique TCRB clonotype. As a general trend, it can be seen that a number of clones undergo clear expansion at the earlier timepoint (time2) before subsequently contracting (time4), a behavior consistent with memory T cell formation following the end of antigen exposure. **(E)** Bar plot of Shannon diversity index. Two groups, DRESS patients and healthy donors, of repertoires are selected and analyzed. **(F)** Box plot of the two groups.](fgene-11-00771-g003){#F3}

Multi-Sample Analysis {#S3.SS3}
---------------------

The section of Multi-samples Analysis provides a number of statistical analysis methods that are categorized into Description Statistics of TCR clonotypes, Similarity Statistical analysis between grouped datasets, and Biodiversity Statistical analysis of grouped datasets. The Description Statistics of TCR clonotypes was executed with pre-defined experimental factors Time_point in the WDJ Experiment Design Files ([Supplementary Video S5](#VS5){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Figures 3C,D](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). In Clonal space homeostasis analysis, it was shown that the proportional distribution of the fourth timepoint TCR clonotypes differed from other timepoint ([Figure 3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). In Clonotype Tracking analysis, the change of the high frequency TCR clonotypes from five timepoint demonstrated that the CD8^+^ T cells of WDJ patient were expanded in second timepoint and contracted in third and fourth timepoint, then expanded in fifth timepoint again ([Figure 3D](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). However, these types of visualizations can also be easily applied to explore the flow of T cell clones between different tissues, and each group can also be readily reordered to help facilitate ease of comprehension.

The statistical analysis on the similarity index and diversity index of TCR sequencing dataset also is developed in the VisTCR. For instance, the Bio-diversity index analysis calculated the diversity index of the TCR sequencing data according to factors set in the Experiment Design File ([Supplementary Video S6](#VS6){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Figure 3E](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). In Pairwise Diversity Analysis, it was found that the diversity index (Shannon entropy) of DRESS patients was significantly lower than healthy donors (*p* \< 0.005, Wilcoxon Test). The lower diversity of DRESS patients is consistent with the expected expansion of antigen specific CD8 + T cells ([Supplementary Video S6](#VS6){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Figure 3F](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

Applicability of visTCR on Mouse Data {#S3.SS4}
-------------------------------------

To further demonstrate the easy and general applicability of VisTCR, we also provide an additional worked example using a publicly available mouse tumor TCRseq dataset with a distinct experimental design ([@B1]). Simple visualization of clonal homeostasis and Shannon diversity in the peripheral blood, tumor, and draining lymph node samples yielded the expected result of the tumor samples having lowered diversity and more highly expanded clones ([Supplementary Figure 2A](#S10){ref-type="sec"}). Pairwise analysis of the blood and lymph node samples was similarly consistent with the reported results, and offered a simple statistical test for significance ([Supplementary Figures 2B--E](#S10){ref-type="sec"}). Additional clustering and correlation across the three sample types considered could also be easily performed in VisTCR. The frequency of the dominant clone in the tumor samples could also be readily recovered and traced across the other samples. Taken together, VisTCR make it easier for users to perform their standard and unique analysis tasks.

Additional Human Data Analysis of Sezary Syndrome {#S3.SS5}
-------------------------------------------------

As an additional test case of the consistency of the VisTCR data analyses, we further replicated our workflow on a published dataset of peripheral blood samples from patients with Sezary syndrome, a form of cutaneous T cell lymphoma ([@B20]). Consistent with the published results, the patients with Sezary syndrome showed more limited usage of TRBV chains compared to healthy controls ([Supplementary Figures 3A,B](#S10){ref-type="sec"}). We could also observe that the Sezary patients had hyperexpansion of a number of clonotypes, with spectratyping showing a sharp dropoff in the detection of smaller clones as compared to healthy controls ([Supplementary Figure 3C-D](#S10){ref-type="sec"}). These samples had lower performance in diversity metrics as a consequence ([Supplementary Figures 3D,E](#S10){ref-type="sec"}). Taken together, these results generated using our analysis tool are qualitatively consistent with those generated using other utilities. VisTCR may thus also be useful for quickly performing third-party data re-analysis.

Conclusion {#S4}
==========

VisTCR has been developed to parse, evaluate, and statistically analyze the TCR repertoire data with a user-friendly GUI. The data management module provides simple functions to organize the TCR sequencing data, and the data analysis module integrates most of the popular methods for TCR repertoire analysis with an intuitive analysis workflow. We believe that VisTCR may help make TCR repertoire analysis more accessible to wet-lab scientists, and help unlock the full potential of TCRseq data.
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###### 

The GUI of clone extract methods used in VisTCR. Three major methods are included and can be chosen by the user as follows; **(A)** Decombinator **(B)** MiTCR **(C)** MiXCR.

###### 

Example analysis of mouse tumor dataset by using VisTCR. **(A)** Clonal homeostasis analysis. **(B)** Bio-diversity analysis by using Shannon diversity index. **(C--E)** Pairwise diversity analysis.

###### 

TCR sequencing data analysis methods in VisTCR software.

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### 

Experiment design file for analyzing all 5 CD8^+^ samples from DRESS patient WDJ. The experiment design file is used to define the specific experimental conditions and any dependent variables or factors that can be used in TCR repertoire data analysis.

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### 

Experiment design file for analyzing samples from 8 DRESS patients and 8 healthy donors.

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### 

Uploading the sequencing data files into Data Storage Module. This video displays the experimental data management functions provided by Data Storage Module in VisTCR. Firstly, an experiment is created with title and description. Then, the raw TCR sequencing data belonging to the experiment are uploaded one by one. Finally, the quality of raw sequencing data is checked.

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### 

Creating an analysis task in the Data Analysis Module. Firstly, experiment design files are created by using Notepad ++, and saved in the CSV format. Then, a new analysis project is created by using wizard mode in VisTCR. In this process, the project title and description is set, the method for parsing raw TCR sequencing data is selected, and the experiment design file created previously is uploaded.

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### 

Single sample analysis in VisTCR. This video displays single sample analysis functions provided by Data Analysis Module in VisTCR, including their TRBV and/or TRBJ usage, CDR3 spectratype, and their clonotype distribution.

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### 

Pairwise sample analysis in VisTCR. This video displays pairwise sample analysis functions provided by Data Analysis Module in VisTCR, including samples selection, overlapping and un-overlapping clonotype distribution and convergence analyses.

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### 

Description statistics analysis in VisTCR. This video displays description statistics analysis functions provided by Data Analysis Module in VisTCR, including most abundant clonotypes, clonal space homeostasis, clonotype tracking, overlap analysis.

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### 

Multi-sample analysis of DRESS patients and healthy donors. This video displays some multi-sample analysis functions used to analyze DRESS patients and healthy donors, including most abundant clonotypes, clonal space homeostasis, bio-diversity index, and pairwise diversity analysis.

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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